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key takeaways from our
investor convenings on
the subject of systemsfirst investing
What to expect in this report
As the world considers how to
build back from the worst health
and economic crises in recent
memory, institutional investors
from around the world met to
question whether there was an
underlying flaw in the current
investing model, and whether
part of building back better will
require fundamentally rethinking
that model.
Investor convenings on this topic were
co-hosted by The Shareholder Commons
and Beyond Alpha.
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summary
The tumult of 2020 showed just
how much our critical social and
environmental systems are
interconnected and at serious
risk. As a result, there is a
growing realization that these
risks can’t be addressed using
the same market mechanisms
upon which we have historically
relied. Many advocates of
financial systems change believe
that these systemic risks can be
traced directly to the fact that
businesses and their investors
are not accounting for the true
costs (i.e., externalities) of their
activities on all stakeholders.
During the Spring of 2021, The
Shareholder Commons and
Beyond Alpha convened 17
investment organizations from
around the world—collectively

representing USD 1.3 trillion in
assets under management—to
discuss the practical
implications of adopting
Universal Ownership Theory in
their investment and
stewardship practices.
A diverse group of investors,
including several large asset
owners from the Americas,
EMEA, and APAC, explored three
key questions in a series of
invitation-only workshops
designed to encourage a
transparent and interactive
dialogue. Additional workshops
will be announced later in 2021.
This report summarizes the key
findings from those discussions,

our three key questions
What would the financial markets look like if
systems-first thinking became the dominant
paradigm?
What are the challenges and obstacles that
prevent the industry from achieving this new
state?
How can we overcome the obstacles to
effective stewardship of our shared systems?
MARCH 2020
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what is universal
ownership theory?
"IT IS ESSENTIAL FOR UNIVERSAL
OWNERS TO ENSURE THAT COMPANIES IN
THEIR PORTFOLIOS REFRAIN FROM
BEHAVIORS THAT THREATEN THE SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS UPON
WHICH THEIR PORTFOLIOS’ LONG-TERM
RETURNS AND PERFORMANCE DEPEND."

Most investment professionals today
operate under some variation of Modern
Portfolio Theory (MPT), which assumes
that: (1) “[investors] can diversify many
risks by creating a portfolio of stocks
rather than just holding a few and
choosing them only on their individual
risk profile” and (2) “[investors] cannot
escape the impact of systemic risk
generated by the social, environmental,
and financial systems on your
investments.” As a result, institutional
investors believe they have no choice but
to accept systematic market risk, or
“beta,” and therefore should just focus on
trying to either track the market (in the
case of index funds) or beat the market
(in the case of all active funds).[1]
Universal Ownership Theory (UOT) starts
from a different premise, recognizing that
institutional investors with diverse
portfolios and long time horizons are
reliant on the overall performance of the
universe of potential investments, rather
than individual company performance.
Recent scholarship shows that individual
company performance is responsible for
at most 25% of the performance of a
diversified portfolio.[2]

Universal Ownership Theory predicts that
institutional investors will improve their
absolute returns if they use their corporate
governance rights to steward companies
away from conduct that threatens overall
market returns, even if refraining from such
conduct reduces the financial return of some
of those companies. It is thus essential for
universal owners to ensure that companies in
their portfolios refrain from behaviors that
threaten the social and environmental
systems upon which their portfolios’ longterm returns and performance depend.[3]
Systems-first thinking can also better
accommodate the reality that the
beneficiaries of these institutions are human
beings who rely on a thriving economy, a
stable society, and a healthy planet for their
own needs and the needs of those for whom
they care, and that all of these stakeholders
are affected by corporate conduct.

1 Jon Lukomnik and James P. Hawley. “Moving Beyond Modern Portfolio Theory: Investing That Matters,” Routledge, 2021.
2 Roger G. Iobbotson. “The Importance of Asset Allocation,” Financial Analysts Journal, Vol. 66, No. 2, 2018, pp. 18-20. Available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2469/faj.v66.n2.4.
3 Ellen C. Quigley. “Universal Ownership Theory in the Anthropocene” (2019). Available at: https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstract_id=3638217.
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What would the financial markets
look like if systems-first thinking
became the dominant paradigm?
1. Protecting our shared systems
would be the new priority:
Investment mandates and the
respective allocation of resources
would emphasize the protection of
social, environmental, and economic
systems necessary to produce
sustainable long-term investment
returns.

“Mandate assignments would evolve to
be more focused on systemic risks,
absolute wealth creation, and
additionality.” — Asset Manager, EMEA
“I think we’d see a fundamental
reallocation of resources across the
industry, potentially a shift away from
the huge amounts of resources put
into investment selection and more
focused on trying to influence the
system overall.” — Industry
Organization, EMEA
2. Externalities would be fully
internalized: Assessment and
management of negative externalities
would be a core component of all
investment and engagement decisions.

“We are no longer restricted to the
question of whether those
externalities will hit that company
long term, or will it hit the
industry...We absolutely have a
platform now for saying it will hit the
economy and if they hit the economy
—whether it’s antibiotic resistance or
whether it’s just corruption—all of
those things matter for our common
wealth.” — Consultant, APAC

3. Investment professionals would
have multidisciplinary expertise: They
would have a better understanding of
systems-level risks (e.g., climate change
or resource scarcity) and the science
behind them.
4. Investors would collaborate to
achieve a common goal: Given that
systems-level risks cannot be addressed
without collective action, the investment
community would become more
collaborative. Participants recognized
that they would need to attend to
competition considerations in the course
of such collaboration.

“[We would see] a network of people
committed to the solution… that can
mobilize each other to do their own
part.” — Asset Owner, APAC
“If we think about what stops the
tragedy of the commons from
happening, it is actually people… buying
into a greater sense of community.”
— Asset Owner, APAC
“I think that the universal owner idea is
great because it solves the fragmentation
and competition aspects that we have
within the system, especially if the definition
of the universal owner isn’t just a few very
large schemes. That way you can actually
make other asset owners who are smaller
and other groups feel that they can also live
by the universal owner mindset and then it’s
an inclusive definition.” — Consultant, EMEA

5. The term ESG would no longer exist:
Sustainability would be fully integrated
into the whole investment process and
across asset classes.

What are the challenges and
obstacles that prevent the industry
from achieving this new state?
1. Lack of clarity and understanding
of systems-level risks: This makes it
hard for investors to confidently select
outcome targets.
“I think we struggle a bit and fall short
in that there are so many different
types of issues and challenges that we
invest in, so how do we prioritize which
ones that we should be focused on first
and, and why.” — Asset Owner, APAC

“The [challenge is that the] outcome
side is not addressed so how do we
know if we’re actually tracking in the
right direction? We don’t even have a
bar against which we can measure
progress here.” — Asset Owner, APAC
2. Investment “infrastructure” is not
built to consider systems-level
issues: This includes current
investment theory (i.e., Modern
Portfolio Theory), risk metrics,
investment structures, and benchmarks.

“I increasingly think that some of the
real barriers for universal owners are
that the market structure and
investment strategies don’t really
allow [investors] to endorse the longterm interests of actors in the market,
which is mostly made of the pricing
signals and interests of a lot of
smaller, more opportunistic short-term
investors.” — Consultant, EMEA

3. Incentives remain focused on
beating peers or a benchmark: We
cannot expect individuals to adopt a
strategy that prioritizes improving the
long-term baseline return of the market
when compensation is keyed to beating
or matching the benchmark, whatever
it may be.
4. Regulation is lagging behind: This
hampers investment organizations’
capacity to innovate and to consider
and manage systems-level risks and
negative externalities.
“An incredibly significant challenge in
the Australian context is the political
[environment]...that is not only hostile
to these issues, but actively seeking to
threaten the kinds of institutions that
we have around the table.” — Asset
Owner, APAC

“The current market regulation does
not allow the opportunity for universal
owners to actually enact their true
interests.” — Asset Owner, EMEA

"THE [CHALLENGE IS THAT THE]
OUTCOME SIDE IS NOT ADDRESSED SO
HOW DO WE KNOW IF WE’RE ACTUALLY
TRACKING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION?"

How can we overcome the obstacles
to effective stewardship of our
shared systems?
1. Make universal ownership central to
your investment policy and mandates:
Emphasize systems-level considerations in
your communications and manager
selection due diligence processes and
other policies and procedures.

“You could be allocating mandates based
on competency to address [systems-level
issues], which would make asset
management far more exciting. You
could allocate to an asset manager who
was extremely good at researching
environmental risks and working out
what the key [systematic] risks are and
what the trajectory needs to be to
address them and what the potential
impacts are if you don't address them.”
— Asset Manager, EMEA
2. Recognize the shortcoming of current
investment practices: Understanding the
counterproductive nature of reliance on
MPT and the danger it presents to shared
social and environmental systems is the
first step necessary to innovate and fulfill
the responsibility to end-beneficiaries for
future generations.
3. Focus on the “inside-out" (i.e. double
materiality): Analyze not only how ESG
issues affect your portfolio, but also how
your portfolio affects our shared social,
environmental, and economic systems.

“IF YOU'RE TRYING TO ADDRESS
CLIMATE CHANGE BECAUSE YOU HAVE A
30- OR 50-YEAR VIEW FOR YOUR
INVESTORS, HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE
THAT INTO A MANDATE WHICH MIGHT
LOOK AT A THREE-YEAR [PERFORMANCE
TARGET]?

4. Restructure incentives: This means
moving away from measuring
performance against peers and
benchmarks, and moving toward absolute
returns and systems-level outcomes.
“If you're trying to address climate
change because you have a 30- or 50year view for your investors, how do you
incorporate that into a mandate which
might look at a three-year [performance
target]?” — Asset Manager, EMEA
5. Build multidisciplinary teams: Diverse
talent with different fields of expertise
can help investors incorporate systemslevel considerations in their investment
processes.
6. Support collaborative efforts: “Band
together” with peers and industry
organizations (e.g., PRI) to target systemslevel issues through engagement and
other activities.
7. Take a more ‘hands-on’ approach
with companies. Investors need to play a
more influential role and be more resultsand outcomes-driven in their active
engagement activities.

How can we overcome the obstacles
to effective stewardship of our
shared systems?
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ESG issues affect your portfolio, but
also how your portfolio affects our
shared social, environmental, and
economic systems.

"RETURNS ARE JUST MEANS TO AN END."
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CONCLUSION
The Shareholder Commons was
gratified by the hard work and
creative thinking of all of the
participants in this workshop, as
well as the genuine concern
expressed that the investment
industry must do a better job
distinguishing between profits
derived from the exploitation of
common resources and vulnerable
communities versus those profits
that come from authentic value
creation.
Change is needed, but it will only
happen one investor at a time.
Please contact us if you are ready
to think about adding systems-first
thinking to your stewardship
program. We are funded by
philanthropy and do not seek fees
or other revenue from the
investment industry. We offer nocost assistance to any investor
seeking to shift to a universal
owner model of investing,
including helping to draft proxyvoting policies; preparing, filing,
and defending shareholder
proposals; and designing guardrails
to ensure that companies eschew
exploitative practices.

If you are interested in
learning more, here are a
few additional resources on
systems-first thinking:
“Active ownership 2.0: The
evolution stewardship
urgently needs" Principles
for Responsible Investment.
(30-minute read)
“Universal ownership in
Practice: A Practical Positive
Investment Framework for
Asset Owners” by Dr. Ellen
Quigley (30-minute read)
“Solving the Market
Paradox” from The
Shareholder Commons (5minute read)
“COVID19 shows universal
owners need active
ownership to safeguard
social assets and advocate
for principled political
economy” by Susheela Peres
da Costa (5-minute read)
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ABOUT THE SHAREHOLDER
COMMONS

ABOUT BEYOND ALPHA

The Shareholder Commons is an NGO
helping investors work collectively to
reduce the social and environmental
costs that businesses create when
competing for profits. TSC uses
shareholder stewardship, thought
leadership, and policy advocacy to
catalyze systems-first investing and
create a level playing field for
sustainable competition. Learn more
at www.theshareholdercommons.com

Beyond Alpha LLC is a specialized
research and consulting firm that
focuses on helping institutional
investors and intermediaries adopt
investment models that target social
and environmental outcomes, in
addition to traditional market
outperformance. We believe such an
approach will better position these
investors for long-term success. Learn
more at
www.beyondalpharesearch.com

If interested in joining a future
workshop or collaborating on a
project, please contact us at
info@theshareholdercommons.com.

The Shareholder Commons
commissioned Beyond Alpha to
produce this report, which was led by
Mirtha Kastrapeli, founder and CEO of
Beyond Alpha.

